roller blind
specifications
At eBlinds Australia we feel it is important for you to know that we do not import
made to your requirements right here in Australia, by Australian workers.
Each Roller Blind manufactured by eBlinds Australia is done so using only the highest quality
componentry. All Roller Blind componentry is backed by our 5 year warranty. Please view our warranty
section for further details.
All fabrics are cut to size using state of the art automated and semi automated machinery ensuring a
perfect edge and square blind everytime.
Each Roller Blind comes standard with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminium Tube
Under Roll (Back Roll)
Your choice of Ivory, Beige, Black, Grey or White Mechanism’s with Matching Brackets
Your choice of Ivory, Beige, Black, Grey, White or Chrome Chain - (Stainless Steel available at
extra cost)
Your choice of Ivory, Beige, Black, Grey, White or Anodised Silver Round or Elipse Aluminium
Baserail
Child Safe Cord Tidy in compliance with the Child Safety Regulations.
Installation Instructions
Screws for Timber Installation
Blinds over 2400mm wide x 2400mm drop (length) will have a Spring Assist Mechanism fitted at
no extra charge, this enables the spring and not the lifting mechanism to carry the excess
weight of the blind. This is vital for the continued smooth operation of the blind.

Large Roller Blinds
Roller Blinds in excess of 2400mm wide may develop what is referred to in the industry as ‘V-ing’. As all
roller blinds are installed and suspended only by the ends there is subsequently no support in the centre.
This can cause the tube to bow (by as little as 1mm) which in turn can make the fabric sag slightly in the
centre, this is called ‘V-ing’.
This is considered standard on all large blinds and can vary dependent on fabric weight and blind drop
(length). Please consider this when ordering large roller blinds.
Blockout Blinds
When ordering Blockout Roller Blinds there a couple of things to keep in mind:
• On some blockout fabrics it is not uncommon for some very small pinholes to be noticeable
when the blind is down during daylight hours. This is most common on heavily textured
fabrics due to the coating processes and is not a fault of the fabric.
• When ordering please pay special attention to the Back Colour as specified in the fabric
description. As a number of blockout fabrics have a white, off white or cream coating on the
the back coating colour will be noticable on the
back
top roll of the blind
. If this not acceptable to your situation, please consider
ordering your blind as an Over Roll (Front Roll)
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Roller Blind Bracket Projection:
When measuring for you new roller blinds, pay close attention to the surrounding area’s and keep an
eye out for obstacles. Using the reference below you can see how far the bracket/s protrudes from the

the door is fully open.

HINT: Double Rollers
Sometimes it’s not necessary to have a double bracket but rather, install one blind into the recess (a screen
blind for example) and the other to the architrave (blockout) This way you have a lot less projection into the
room and the blockout blind will sit closer to the window frame giving improved insulation properties and
better privacy.
Remember, our friendly team are always available to help - simply call 1800 078 987

single roller

double roller

45mm

122 mm

Architrave

Architrave
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Under Roll (Back Roll) vs Over Roll (Front Roll)
Under Roll (Back Roll)
Advantage: Minimises light bleed from the side of
the blind due to the cloth being closer to the window.
Also maximises insulation and privacy.
Disadvantage: The back coating (blockout blinds
only) may be white, off white or cream (refer to
relevent fabric sample) and will be exposed at the
top of the blind.

Over Roll (Front Roll) Not available for Bonded Rollers
Advantage: Hides the tube at the top of blind as well as
the white, off white or cream backing as found on some
blockout blinds.
Disadvantage: Increases light bleed from the side of the
blind due to the cloth being further from the window. Also
minimises insulation and privacy.

Roller Blind Terminology
Idler / Pin End

Tube

Clutch

Bracket

Chain

Child
Safety
Device

.................................

15mm Gap

......................................

Skin

Bracket

15mm Gap

Base Rail

Outside Mount (also known as Face Fit)

Inside Mount (also known as Recess Fit)

In both instances there will be an approximate 15mm gap to allow for the brackets & lifting mechanism. .
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Multi Link
Multi Link is a system designed where multiple blinds can be linked together in various combinations
which, due to the linked intermediate bracket, reduces what would have been an approximate 30mm gap
between blinds to just 15mm. This system also has the great advantage of covering wide expanses of
window or door area without the problem of lift chains being in the way of the open space.
Dummy Link

.........................................................

Dummy Link

.........................................................

.........................................................

.........................................................

Example A
In this example both blinds are
joined in the centre by means of a
‘dummy link’. This reduces the light
gap between blinds to 15mm while
leaving both blinds to operate
independently.

Active Link

Dummy Link

Active Link

Example B
In this example the left and centre blinds are joined
together with an ‘active link’ which reduces the light
gap between blinds to 15mm. When the chain to the
left is operated both of these blinds will work in unison.
The blind on the right (in this case being a door) is
joined to the centre blind by means of a ‘dummy link’
meaning it can be operated as an independant blind
while maintaining the reduced 15mm light gap.
Active Link

.........................................................

.........................................................

Example C
This example is merely an
extension of both examples
A & B highlighting the
various combinations that
can be achieved with the
Multi Link System.

For further assistance with Multi Link please contact our friendly staff on 1800 078 987

